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Intel IT Vital Statistics

6,400 IT employees
54 global sites

91,500 Intel employees†
164 sites, 62 countries

87 Data Centers
~75,000 servers

>142,000 Devices
>109K PCs (80%+ mobile)
>33,000 Handhelds (58% BYO)
Consumerization of IT

**Consumerization**: the increasing influence that our technology experiences in our personal lives, both hardware and applications, have on the technology that we expect to use at work.

**Mobile Business PCs**
- Managed Standard
  - 2-4yr refresh
  - <24 month avg.
  - SSDs as standard
  - BYO models in pilot

**Personal Companion Devices**
- >29k devices, 58% personal
- Broadening list of apps/services
- Abstracting data & apps from devices

**Social Media**
- Internal & external collaboration tool
- 23% employees contribute internally
- Connecting customers globally

**Video Collaboration**
- Integrated range of solutions from large room to PCs
- >600 conferences per week
- $73M avoided in travel in 2011
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